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The Burgundian school and the later Franco-Flemish 
school were very influential in the music of the 
Renaissance. The dukes who ruled Burgundy were avid in 
their support of art and music thus creating a favorable 
cultural climate in which artists and composers could 
work. Most of the leading composers of the fifteenth and 
early sixteenth centuries, including Guillaume Dufay, 
Johannes Ockeghem, Josquin des Prez, and Nicolai Gombert, 
were born or worked in Burgundy, an area which is now 
Northern France and Belgium. 
lFigure 1. Map of Burgundian Dominions. 
Four composers have been chosen for this study. They 
were the leaders of four successive generations of 
composers influential in the fifteenth and early sixteenth 
centuries. Their masses were written between the years 
1420 A.D. and 1560 A.D. Many significant changes took 
place during this period of one hundred forty years. 
Older compositional techniques such as the use of formes 
fixes and isorhythm all but disappeared. Cantus firmus 
technique was transformed and extended to unify the mass 
cycle. Aesthetic considerations became more important to 
the composer than liturgical canons, and composers began to 
regard themselves as artistic creators not mere servants 
to the Church. The rise of humanism placed man at the 
center of his music, making it more expressive and per­
sonal then ever before. 
During the compositional lifetime of the four 
composers, Dufay, Ockeghem, Josquin and Gombert, one of 
the most important stylistic developments was the change 
in the chordal configuration at the cadence. It was not a 
sudden change, but rather a process of evolution. It is 
this evolutionary process that will be the subject of this 
thesis. Included in the background is biographical inform­
ation on each of the composers whose masses will be 
analyzed. This information explains their position in the 
history of music, and demonstrates the significance of 
3 
their contribution to the evolution of the cadence that has 
remained the standard through the succeeding generations 
of composers to the present day. 
Guillaume Dufay (c. 1400 - 1474) is the earliest of 
the four composers. He was educated in Cambrai, a city 
that was at the center of musical development, and sang in 
the cathedral choir there as early as 1409. Records 
indicate that he also sang in the papal choir in Rome while 
visiting in that city. Dufay is considered to have been a 
very influential composer during his long lifetime. He 
was not so much an innovator, but he was brilliant at 
"organizing gigantic musical structures around borrowed 
melodies.,,2 It is said that he had "perfect control" over 
all the elements of composition. 3 Dufay was one of the 
first composers to write successfully for four voices, 
varying the texture with imitation and canon. His 
melodies were beautifully arched, probably the reason his 
works inspire comparison with architectural styles. 
Dufay's harmony anticipated what later became the 
sixteenth-century style of composition. His technique of 
composing masses characterized by the sweet sound which 
stemmed from his careful control of dissonance was often 
copied by succeeding generations of composers. He was 
likely the first composer to use a secular cantus firmus 
for a mass in the Missa "Se la face ay pale," c. 1450. 
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He adapted four-part motet style for use in the composition 
of the mass, and he regularly placed the contra-tenor below 
the cantus firmus forming a strong bass. 
Johannes Ockeghem (c. 1420 - 1497) is the second-
generation composer. He was born in East Flanders (See 
Fig. 1) Ockeghem may have been acquainted with Dufay and 
was probably familiar with the older composer's works. 
Little is known about his early life or education. He did 
sing in Antwerp at the Church of Our Lady and with the 
chapel choir of Duke Charles I in Moulins. Ockeghem 
spent over forty years in the French royal court where he 
was honored as a teacher, singer, choirmaster and composer. 
He did not travel widely or spend much time in Italy, so 
he was less influenced by the Italian style. Ockeghem's 
music has an enigmatic quality, possibly because he was 
preoccupied with riddles and complexities based on 
mathematical formulas. His compositional technique was 
different from that of Dufay. Ockeghem was concerned 
with vocal independence and complex contrapuntal writing, 
but less concerned with harmonic clarity and tonality than 
4Dufay. 
Ockeghem's music was florid and flowing with few 
cadences. Ernst Krenek describes the style in these terms: 
Just as his melodic phrases seem to be suspended 
in mid-air because of the indefinite, ever 
shifting and unpredictable location of their points 
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of emphasis, so his music rolls on for long 
stretches without clearly discernible stopping 
points. Whenever some of the wide-arched melodic 
strands seem to have run out of their unbelievable 
energy, and to be approaching a resting point 
(cadence), new ones generated imperceptibly just 
before that point is reached, manifest themselves, 
and the musical process is tirelessly carried forth 
over another extended area. It is as if a very long 
bridge were to be built without pillars; each time 
a span was completed, at the point where a 
supporting pillar would normally be required, some 
miraculous engineering device would cause another 
span to issue from it, and thus the process would 
continue until the opposite shore was reached. 5 
Because of this continuous flow of polyphony, the number 
of cadences in each mass movement was reduced. Ockeghem's 
compositional output was relatively small, and his fame 
rests almost entirely on his masses. 
The third composer whose masses were chosen for this 
study is Josquin des Prez. Very little biographical 
information on Josquin is available. Several theories 
exist about the date and place of his birth, which may 
have been in Picardy c. 1440. (See Fig. l) One of the 
earliest documented events in his career was his appoint­
ment in 1459 as a singer for the Cathedral of Santa Maria 
Maggiore in Milan. He sang there until 1472. 6 Josquin 
may have been a student of Ockeghem. He wrote several 
compositions based on melodies of the older composer, and 
composed a lament at Ockeghem's death, a practice common 
for students. 
Josquin des Prez travelled extensively moving to 
several cities during his lifetime. After leaving the 
6 
Cathedral in Milan, in 1472, he spent several years in the 
service of the Duke of Milan. During the years 1486 to 
1503, he was master of the ducal chapel in Ferrara. He 
left Ferrara and moved to Conde-sur-l'Escaut where he 
spent the remainder of his life. 7 
Josquin's abilities were highly regarded by his 
contemporaries. Martin Luther described Josquin as 
"master of the notes, which must do as he wishes, other 
8 
composers do as the notes wish." The writer Cosimo 
Bartoli described Josquin and Michelangelo as "wonders of 
nature who have brought their art to such a peak of per­
fection that they have no rivals. 9 
Josquin had the ability to apply both inventiveness 
and imagination to the structured Mass Cycle form. He 
took the techniques inherited from earlier generations of 
composers and transformed them into a flexible, more 
expressive means of communication. Simultaneous 
composition, composing all voices at the same time, became 
a common practice of composers during the mid-fifteenth 
century. A study of Josquin's music reveals that he used 
the technique extensively. Voice parts became more equal 
and independent, leading the way to the newer paraphrase 
technique. The use of pre-existing melodies or chants was 
employed less frequently, and some masses were written 
using new material. 
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Eighteen complete masses are attributed to Josquin. 
It is difficult to put them in chronological order as he 
was not employed by one ruler or court during his life­
time. 10 A stylistic comparison reveals that his attitude 
toward cantus-firmus technique changed during his years of 
composition. Thus, his masses using the technique with a 
borrowed tenor are thought to date from his early career. 
Another mass also thought to date from his early 
compositional period uses a cycle of canons; e.g. Missa 
"Ad fugam." The Missa "Sine nomine" which is also based 
on a cycle of canons may have been composed somewhat 
later. Two styles; paraphrase, in which the motto per­
meates the entire work; and parody, in which the composer 
uses all parts of the polyphonic model to unify the work, 
characterize the later masses. Reese discusses the 
beginnings of the parody technique as follows: 
... contrasting strains of Josquin's music--fantasy 
and intellectual control--are so balanced in his 
works (referring to the Missa "Pange lingua" and 
Missa "De beata virgine") that one can see in them 
the beginnings of a new style: one which reconciles 
the conflicting aims of the great fifteenth-century 
composers in a new synthesis that was in essence 
to remain valid for the whole of the sixteenth 
century.ll 
The fourth-generation composer, Nicolai Gombert, was 
born c. 1495 in southern Flanders. (See Fig. 1) The 
theorist Hermann Finck states that Gombert was a student 
of Josquin during the latter's late years in Conde. 
8 
Gombert did compose a deploration at Josquin's death 
proving that he may have studied with the older master. 
Nicolai Gombert was a singer in the court chapel of 
Charles V and master of the choirboys there. In addition 
to his duties as maitre des enfants, he served as court 
composer. His Missa "Sur tous regretz" was probably 
composed and sung for the coronation of Charles V ~n 
Bologna, 1530. Gombert may have been a priest as he was 
referred to as a canon of Notre Dame, Tournai, while he 
resided in that city. 
Gombert was a brilliant composer whose historical 
position was summarized by Finck in his Practica musica 
treatise written in 1536: 
Yet in our own time there are innovators, among 
them Nicolas Gombert, pupil of Josquin of fond 
memory, shows all musicians the path, nay more, 
the exact way to refinement and the requisite 
imitative style. He composes music altogether 
different from what went before. For he avoids 
pauses, and his work is rich with full harmonies 
and imitative counterpoint. 12 
His techniques included the consistent use of pervading 
imitation and equality of voice parts. A study of his 
music reveals that his bass line functioned harmonically 
at the cadences, while the superius was somewhat more 
florid than the other voices, moving toward a polarity of 
the outer voices. His preference for lower vocal ranges 
in a five or six voice texture gave to Gombert's music a 
dark sonorous sound reminiscent of Ockeghem. 
Gombert preferred parody technique treating the 
borrowed lines freely. He related the masses to the 
borrowed material beginning and ending"the movements with 
corresponding sections of the model. By the sixteenth 
century, parody technique had evolved far beyond the late 
fifteenth-century practice of including other voices of 
the polyphonic model to enrich cantus-firmus compositions. 
Brown states that "full-fledged parody technique depended 
on the new method of simultaneous as opposed to successive 
composition." No longer did individual voice lines need 
to be a "self-contained linear entity."l3 This practice 
began with the mass, but it was eventually applied to 
almost every genre. 
Nicolai Gombert was considered great by his 
contemporaries. He was extreme in his use of imitation. 
His intense, consistent style influenced Morales, Lassus 
and Clemens non Papa as well as other composers of his and 
the next generation. His principles of imitation were 
applied to the composition of the newer instrumental forms 
such as the ricercare. He composed modal masses, favoring 
the Dorian mode. His music closely approaches tonality 
with the cadences sounding much like authentic and plagal 
cadences in major and minor modes (keys). 
9 
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Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study of the cadences in the 
Cyclic Masses of Dufay, Ockeghem, Josquin and Gombert ~s 
to show that there is an evolutionary process by which the 
full triad gradually replaced the perfect consonances of 
the 5th and the 8th and became the predominant harmony. 
Two terms, Cyclic Mass and cadence are key to this dis­
cussion. Definitions of both are included to preclude any 
further need for explanations in the remainder of the 
thesis. A Cyclic Mass is defined as a composition which 
includes a setting for each of the five movements of the 
Ordinary; the Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, Sanctus and Agnus Dei. 
The second term, cadence, is defined by W. S. Rockstro, 
George Dyson, William Drabkin and Harold S. Powers in New 
Grove as: 
The conclusion to a phrase, movement or piece based 
on a recognizable melodic formula, harmonic pro­
gression or dissonance resolution; the formula on 
which such a conclusion is based. The cadence 
is the most effective way of establishing or 
affirming the tonality, or, in its broadest sense, 
modality - or an entire work or the smallest 
section thereof; it may be said to contain the 
essence of the melodic and harmonic movement hence 
the musical language that characterizes the style 
to which it belongs. 14 
It is this definition of each term that I shall use ~n my 
thesis. 
The mass cycle was a new genre of the fifteenth 
century. Prior to 1400, composers had attempted to com­
pose music for the Roman Catholic Mass, but the result, as 
far as can be determined, was only a few single-movement 
or paired-movement works. Guillaume Dufay was one of the 
first men to successfully write a unified Mass using all 
five movements. After his pioneer efforts in the genre, 
the next several generations of composers accepted the 
challenge to demonstrate their own individual creativity 
within this somewhat limited form. 
The mass cycle was chosen for this study for several 
reasons. First, it was a liturgical form with a standard 
Latin text. Thus, it could function as the given (common 
denominator) for the study. The compositional styles of 
the four composers could be more easily compared without 
the complications of a variety of texts or languages. 
Second, it was the largest and most important musical 
form of the fifteenth century.1S In his book, Music 
Theory: Problems and Practices in the Middle Ages and 
Renaissance, Lloyd Ultan compares the mass cycle of the 
fifteenth century to the symphony of the nineteenth 
. . 16
century 1n 1mportance. Third, the rules and guidelines 
established by the church governing the suitability of a 
composition for liturgical use lessened the chance that 
the composer used any material that was in any way a 
questionable trend rather than an accepted style. Fourth, 
11 
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the composers whose masses were chosen for this comparison 
were trained in the Cathedral schools, receiving the best 
musical training available. Having served as choirboys, 
and later having been employed by the cathedral or a 
Prince's chapel, they doubtless put forth their best 
efforts in the composition of sacred music, especially the 
masses. As Howard Mayer Brown states in his book, Music 
in the Renaissance, "The historian then, seeks the most 
influential as well as the best music as a focus around 
which to group related compositions in order to determine 
'f' f ' 17t h e specl lC shape 0 a perlod." 
Cadences found in music written around 1400 A.D. 
differ from those found in music written a few years later. 
It must be understood that the idea of harmony as we know 
it today had not as yet been established. Composers of 
the early and middle Renaissance composed the lines of 
music successively, and their concept of composition was 
linear not vertical (chordal). However, there must have 
been consideration given to the tones sounded by the 
various voices, chordal formations, especially at cadential 
points. This claim can be further substantiated by the 
frequency with which they used the same formula for the 
cadences. 
One such formula which appeared quite frequently was 
the leading-tone cadence formula in which the approach to 
the final note was frequently from the raised seventh to 
the eighth scale degree. Another form of this same type 
of approach to the final note was the double leading-tone 
configuration in which one voice progresses through the 
raised seventh to the eighth while another voice progresses 
from the raised fourth to the fifth. Examples of cadences 
which use these two formulas are shown as follows. 
ExamPle 1. Single leading tone cadence.
 
Guillaume Dufay, Missa "Sancti Jacobi," Alleluia Duo.
 
p. 
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Example 2. Double leading tone cadence. 






The under-third sometimes referred to as a "Landini" 
cadence was also used quite frequently. In this formula, 
13 
as the melodic line approached the final note, the sixth 
scale degree was inserted between the seventh and eighth 
scale degree, making the final interval a skip of a third 
from six to eight. This under-third also commonly 
appeared in the inner voices as they approached the fifth 
scale degree, progressing from the fourth degree to the 
third, then to the fifth. Examples of cadences using 
these formulas are shown as follows. 
Example 3. Under-third cadence in superius. 






Example 4. Under-third cadence in top two voices. 





.. Q' .;. #­ ., ..... 
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It will be noted that in the examples given, only the 
octave and/or fifth scale degrees sound together at the 
cadence. Music of the early Renaissance had a 
characteristic sound produced by these perfect consonances. 
The full triad was rarely used in a final chordal 
formation of this period in the music composed by the 
Franco-Flemish composers. There was a gradual evolution of 
cadence styles from the octave and open fifth style of the 
early years represented by Dufay and Ockeghem in this 
study, to the full triads so commonly heard in the later 
works of Josquin and Gombert. The under-third cadence 
formula was gradually used less frequently and finally 
disappeared almost completely. Another observation that 
can be made from this study is the evolution of style 
within each composer's works. Early compositions of each 
16 
of the four men show a somewhat more conservative use of 
cadence formulas. As their compositional styles became 
more established each of them progressed to a style which 
used more thirds at the final chordal formation. 
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Chapter 2 
PROCEDURE AND ANALYSIS 
Procedure 
All of the extant complete cyclic masses of Dufay, 
Ockeghem, Josquin and Gombert were subjected by this 
author to the same procedure. Only cadences at the end of 
major sections were chosen (most often indicated in the 
various editions by a double bar line). Editions of the 
works of the four composers were chosen based on their 
authenticity, completeness and availability. The best 
editions of the works available and those edited by 
scholars in their respective fields were used. The 
cadence and the significant portion of the score leading 
into the cadence were included. For example, if just a 
few notes were necessary to show the voice-leading into 
the cadence, that was the material that was included. If, 
on the other hand, there was an interesting scale passage 
or unusual movement in one of the voices, enough material 
was selected to demonstrate the significance of that 
passage or movement. It was assumed that any musica 
ficta included had been properly researched and was 
authentic to what the composer had written. No rhythmic 
18 
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analysis was made as that information lies beyond the 
scope of this thesis. 
The same procedure was used for each mass. Cadences 
were located and copied into modern notation. Charts were 
constructed to illustrate the results of the analysis of 
the cadences. The name of the composer, the name of the 
mass, the movement, the mode and the number of voices 
used were listed in the heading. Columns were constructed 
to indicate voice parts, final notes and the movement to 
the final note. In one column the score in modern 
notation is shown. Three columns labelled 8th, 5th and 
3rd were used to show the spelling of the chordal formation 
of the final notes of the combined voices at the cadence. 
An asterisk placed in the appropriate column enables one 
to be able to tell at a glance the composition of each of 
these chordal formations and specifically if a third is 
present. The column labelled movement to the final was 
included to identify the type of movement the composer 
used for each voice as it approached the final note. The 
term leading tone is used to indicate that the movement 
uses the raised seventh to the eighth or fourth to the 
fifth using the half-step as the approach as illustrated 
in Examples 1 and 2. The term Under-third indicates that 
the movement is similar to that illustrated in Examples 3 
and 4. If the movement to the final is by stepwise motion, 
the word conjunct is placed in the Movement to Final column. 
The direction of the movement is indicated by the words up­
ward and downward. Disjunct describes the approach by a 
skip, and following the term is an indication of what the 
interval is; e.g. Disjunct, down a perfect fourth, or 
Disjunct, up a perfect fifth. This pattern is significant 
because the lowest voice gradually evolved into the 
harmonic bass-line of the masses during the years included 
in this study. 
The masses were grouped into chronological order of 
composition for each of the four composers. In many cases 
this was a difficult determination to make. Manuscripts 
were undated, and even experts in Renaissance music 
disagree with one another over the order of composition. 
To make the decision of just how the masses should be 
grouped, several sources written by scholars were con­
sulted and compared. These included the information found 
in the preface to the complete works of each composer, 
material covered in the entries about each of the composers 
in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, and 
information in Howard Mayer Brown's book, Music of the 
Renaissance. Some decisions still had to be made 
arbitrarily because no information could be found con­
cerning the dates of composition. 
Although the exact order may be unknown, I usually 
20 
found that there is agreement over whether a mass is early, 
middle or late in compositional style. For the purpose of 
this thesis, the designation early, middle or late is 
sufficient to make a valid study of the evolutionary pro­
cess by which the full triad replaced the perfect 
consonances of the fifth and the octave. 
Several works included are listed in various sources 
as doubtful works of the composer, indicating disagreement 
over the authenticity of these works. For this study, a 
work was included if it appeared in the complete works of 
the composer. This author felt that if there was enough 
evidence of authenticity to include a mass in the complete 
works, it could be included in a study of this nature. 
Cadences were analyzed to determine how many thirds 
were present in each mass, where they occurred, and what 
technique was used for the approach to the final. Trends 
were observed by collating the results of the analysis 
making numerical counts of how many times the composer 
used an under-third, a leading tone, conjunct or disjunct 
movement to the final and if it resulted in a third at the 
final. The information gathered and the analysis of the 
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Analysis of the Charts 
Guillaume Dufay 
Guillaume Dufay's early mass, the Missa "Sine nomine" 
for three voices is the oldest mass studied. There are no 
thirds in a cadence in this mass. The superius moves to the 
final by the leading tone in ten of the fifteen cadences. 
Dufay uses the under-third cadence formula in four cadences 
for the superius, and conjunct motion downward in one. 
The contra-tenor approaches the final through the leading 
tone in eleven of the cadences, by the under-third in three 
and conjunct-motion downward in one. The tenor voice is 
the lowest voice in this mass. Dufay employs conjunct 
motion downward in thirteen of the fifteen cadences, and 
disjunct motion, down a perfect fifth, in two. 
The Missa "Sancti Antonii Viennensis" is also scored 
for three voices. It is another early mass. There is one 
third present at a cadence, the first cadence of the Gloria. 
The superius moves to the third in a disjunct manner, down 
a third. Dufay commonly employed this movement when using 
the third at a cadence. This technique and the incidence 
of its use will become more evident as other masses are 
analyzed. In the Missa "Sancti Antonii Viennensis" the 
superius and the contra-tenor both most often approach the 
438 
final by an under-third or a leading tone figure. The tenor 
most frequently approaches the final in conjunct motion 
downward. Only once is the approach made in disjunct 
motion, down a perfect fifth, indicating that the lowest 
voice was not as yet functioning as a harmonic bass. 
Another early mass, the Missa "Sancti Jacobi," has 
two thirds at the cadence, one in the Offertorium and one 
in the Sanctus. These two thirds are approached by conjunct 
motion downward. The superius, altus, and contra-tenor 
voices most usually move to the final by the under-third 
or leading tone figure. The tenor, lowest voice, still 
most often moves to the final by conjunct movement; 
however, in three cadences at ends of movements, the 
Repetitio, Kyrie and Credo, the tenor moves in a disjunct 
manner down a perfect fourth or fifth. 
The Missa "Caput," the earliest cantus firmus mass by 
Dufa~ is a work that some experts feel was not composed by 
him at all. As previously explained, however, it does 
appear in his complete works so it was included in this 
study. There are three cadences in the Missa "Caput" that 
have a third present, one in the Sanctus, and two in the 
Agnus Dei. Two of these are approached by conjunct motion 
and one by disjunct, down a third. The tenor secundus, 
lowest voice in this mass, almost always approaches the 
final in a disjunct manner, up a perfect fourth. This has 
439 
the sound of a V - I cadence to the modern ear. Brown has 
a good discussion of Dufay's technique in this regard. He 
points out that the composer always placed the second 
contra-tenor (bassus, or contra-tenor bassus) below the 
tenor thus forming a harmonic bass. This left him free to 
build his chordal formations on notes different from the 
"cantus prius factus." 2 
Another mass included by Besseler in the complete 
works but disputed by some scholars as authentic Dufay is 
the Missa "La Mort de Saint Gothard." This cantus-firmus 
work was based on a popular French tune. There are no 
thirds at any cadence in the entire mass, but a related 
technique is used consistently. This technique, which 
became very common in the later masses, is what this 
author has chosen to call the disappearing third. The 
voice in which this occurs actually ends on the third 
when the other voices finish then moves on to the octave 
or fifth as its final note while the other voices hold. 
This occurs in about half of all the cadences in this mass. 
When one hears the work, the sound of the third is present 
momentarily, then as an after-thought, the voice which 
sounded the third moves away to the perfect consonance. 
The bassus in the mass consistently moves to the final by 
disjunct motion, up a perfect fourth, creating the sense 
of V - I in each case. 
440 
In the late masses, Dufay established the style for 
the music of the entire Renaissance. Brown writes that 
Dufay's music with tonal cadences, controlled dissonances 
and formal clarity looked to the future, and that the next 
several generations of composers imitated his style. 3 
The Missa "Se la face ay pale" based on Dufay's 
ballade of the same name was composed around 1450. There 
are three cadences which include a third at the final. In 
two of the three the movement is disjunct, down a third. 
This occurs in the super ius voice in the Credo and the 
Sanctus. In the third of these cadences the motion is 
conjunct, and this occurs in the Gloria. In ten other 
cadences there is a disappearing third in either the contra-
tenor or tenor voice. There are seventeen cadences in the 
entire work, and thirteen of these either contain a third 
or end with a third which subsequently disappears. The 
lowest voice, contra-tenor bassus, moves up the perfect 
fourth at the final cadence of each movement except the 
Credo. This might cause speculation that Dufay began to 
feel this disjunct movement, up a perfect fourth lent 
a finality to the various movements. 
A second mass based on a secular cantus-firmus is the 
Missa "L'Honune arme." In this work there is only one 
cadence with a third, and that occurs in the contra-tenor 
bassus voice in the second cadence of the Kyrie. It is 
approached by the skip of a minor sixth, a somewhat 
441 
unusual occurrance. The superius is written using either 
a leading tone or the under-third, and the contra-tenor 
provides the disappearing third in a similar manner to 
that of the Missa "Se la face ay pale." Likewise the 
lowest voice, the contra-tenor bassus, approaches the 
final with disjunct motion, up a perfect fourth. 
Two late masses, Missa "Ecce Ancilla Domini" and 
Missa "Ave Regina Caelorum" were written using plainchant 
as the cantus firmus. The earlier of the two, Missa "Ecce 
Ancilla Domini" has only one cadence that contains a 
third. This occurs in the superius voice in the first 
cadence of the Sanctus. The approach to the final is 
disjunct, down a third. There are sixteen cadences in 
this mass and half are composed with a disappearing third 
in the next to the highest voice, most often called 
contra-tenor or contra-tenor altus. This is also true ~n 
Dufay's last mass, Missa "Ave Regina Caelorum." In this 
mass three cadences have a third, one in each of the first 
three movements; the Kyrie, Gloria and Credo. In each of 
these three the motion to the final is disjunct, down a 
third. In half of the cadences, Dufay wrote a disappearing 
third for the contra-tenor voice. Movement for the bassus 
voice is either disjunct, up a perfect fourth, or dis­
junct, down a perfect fifth. In either case the sound to 
the ear is that of a V - I cadence. 
442 
Dufay's style was often imitated, used and refined by 
younger composers. The full triad using a third.was 
becoming well established by the last of his masses. In 
addition, about half of the cadences which do not have a 
third in the final chordal formation do have a disappearing 
third at the final chord. A comparison of his early masses 
with the later ones establishes an evolution of style 
over his compositional years. There is a vast difference 
in technique and sound between the early Missa "Sine 
nomine" and the mature Missa "Ave Regina Caelorum." 
Johannes Ockeghem 
Johannes Ockeghem represents the generation of 
composers who inherited the style which Dufay and his 
contemporaries had developed. Ockeghem's compositional 
output was small, but his masses, of which only ten 
survive, have made him a leading composer of the early 
Renaissance. Once more there is a problem in determining 
the order of composition. For Ockeghem's masses, the 
cantus-firmus masses have been separated from the freely­
composed ones. The two groups were then placed into 
early, middle and late categories. This was necessary 
because no information was found to indicate how the two 
groups fit together in their order of composition. 
The Missa "Sine nomine" seems to be the oldest of 
Ockeghem's masses which survive. It has three voices. 
There is agreement among the experts that the earliest 
masses were written as three-voice works. The formula used 
in the composition of this mass was very conservative. 
The date of the work had to be somewhere around the year 
1440, only a few years before Dufay composed his Missa 
"Se la face ay pale." The styles, however, are vastly 
different. Ockeghem used no thirds at cadential points in 
the Missa "Sine nomine." The superius moves to the final 
by the under-third or leading tone figure. In the Kyrie, 
Gloria and Credo, the first cadence is an under-third, 
and the second and third cadences are leading-tone 
cadences. The tenor moves only by conjunct motion down­
ward ending on the same note, a G, in every cadence. The 
lowest voice, the contra-tenor, moves by conjunct motion 
in every cadence but one in the entire mass. There is no 
disjunct motion for any cadence in the work. 
The Missa "Quinti toni," another three-voice mass, is 
only a little less conservative than the Missa "Sine 
nomine." There is one third present in the second 
cadence of the Sanctus, and the approach to it is by dis­
junct motion, up a third. The superius moves to the final 
by a leading tone in all but two cadences, one already 
mentioned where the third is present, and one other in 
the Credo composed with an under-third motion. The tenor 
of this work moves to the final by conjunct motion down­
ward while the bassus uses disjunct motion, down a 
443 
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perfect fifth or up a perfect fourth. The lowest voice 
in Ockeghem's masses does not control the harmony as 
it does in Dufay's. Ockeghern's works are not as "tonal," 
and the cadences are not so prominent. 4 
Another freely-composed mass is the Missa "Prolationum." 
This is a four-voice mass and less conservative in 
compositional technique than the two preceding works. 
There is one third present at the first cadence of the 
Kyrie. It is approached by conjunct motion upward. The 
superius moves to the final most often by a leading tone 
figure, and the tenor downward by conjunct motion. The 
bassus voice moves by disjunct motion, up a perfect fourth 
or down a perfect fifth in all but one cadence. 
There are four thirds in the cadences of the Missa 
"Cuiusvis toni," one in the Kyrie, one in the Credo, and 
two in the Sanctus. All are approached by downward 
conjunct movement except for the one in the Credo. This 
is approached by disjunct motion, down a third. This 
mass is the earliest one by Ockeghern in which the dis­
appearing third appears. The technique is similar to 
that employed by Dufay except that Ockeghem put the 
disappearing third in the bassus voice in the three 
cadences and in the contra-tenor voice just once. 
The Missa "Mi Mi" is the representative of the freely-
composed mass in the mature style of Ockeghem. Two 
445 
cadences contain a third, the cadence that ends the Kyrie, 
and the second cadence of the Credo. In the Kyrie the 
third occurs in the tenor voice and is approached by dis­
junct motion, up a perfect fourth. The approach to the 
final for the third found in the super ius voice in the 
Credo is conjunct-downward. Only once does an under-third 
occur ~n a cadence and only three leading tones are present. 
Missa "Pour quelque paine" is a cantus firmus mass 
included in the complete works that is a doubtful 
composition of Ockeghem. It is a conservative four-voice 
mass with no thirds present in a cadence. It contains one 
disappearing third in the contra-tenor of the Sanctus. 
The super ius moves in an under-third or leading tone 
figure in every cadence. The contra-tenor and tenor move 
conjunctly, and the contra-tenor II moves disjunctly, up 
a perfect fourth. 
The first cantus firmus mass known definitely to have 
been composed by Ockeghem is the Missa "Caput." Five 
thirds are present at the final of cadences in this mass. 
Movement to the final for the contra-tenor in the Kyrie is 
disjunct, up a perfect fourth. There are two thirds 
present in cadences in the Sanctus, both approached by 
conjunct motion downward. One third occurs in the Agn~s 
Dei. The tenor moves conjunctly downward except for two 
leading tone figures in the Sanctus. The bassus does move 
disjunctly in nine out of the fourteen cadences, and 
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always for the last cadence in each movement. It also uses 
conjunct motion downward in five other cadences. 
Only one third at the cadence is found in the Missa 
"L'Hornrne arm~." It appears in the Credo at the first 
cadence and is approached by downward conjunct motion. 
The only disappearing third in the work occurs in the 
next cadence in the Credo. The thirds and disappearing 
thirds are not the most significant detail about this 
mass, however. Ockeghem's Missa "L'Homme arme" is the 
first of the masses used in this study which does not 
contain any cadences that use the under-third figure. 
Part of the evolutionary process suggested by this study 
was the disappearance of this figure. This mass gives one 
an indication that this older form was beginning to be 
replaced. In just a few years the older under-third cadence 
disappeared almost completely. The very melodic superius 
moves to the final by a leading tone figure or conjunct 
movement in this mass. The bassus approaches the final 
by disjunct motion, up a perfect fourth or down a perfect 
fifth. 
The Missa "De plus en plus" uses a chanson by 
Binchois for the cantus firmus. There are two thirds 
present at cadences in the Sanctus, and at least one 
disappearing third in every movement. By the time this 
mass was written, Ockeghem had begun to compose the 
bassus line more like a harmonic bass. The instances of 
the disjunct cadence movement more closely approach the 
sense of the V - I cadence. 
There is a cadence containing a third in every move­
ment except the Gloria of the Missa "Ecce ancilla Domini" 
for a total of four. Each of these thirds is approached 
by conjunct motion. The several disappearing thirds are 
present in the contra-tenor voice. Ockeghem uses a 
pattern of duets and choir passages reminiscent of Dufay's 
style in this work based on plainchant. Two under-third 
cadences are included. The bassus moves by disjunct 
motion, down a perfect fifth once more creating the 
feeling of V - I. 
Missa "Au travail suis" represents Ockeghem's mature 
style of composition. Eight thirds are present in the 
cadences, at least one in every mass movement. All but 
one are approached by conjunct motion. That one found in 
the contra-tenor of the Gloria approaches the final by 
disjunct movement, down a third. This type of movement 
is also reminiscent of Dufay. No under-third cadences 
occ~r making this the second work for which that is true. 
Half of the cadences for this twelve-cadence work contain 
a leading tone figure for the super ius and contra-tenor 
voices. The other half employ conjunct motion. The 
bassus line does contain some cadences that use disjunct 
movement, up a perfect fourth or down a perfect fifth. In 
some cadences the bassus motion is disjunct, up an octave. 
447 
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Ockeghem is not considered an innovator by the experts, 
yet some important developments occurred during his years 
of composition. He used fewer cadences than other 
composers, seeming to prefer sections that flowed into one 
another with an overlap rather than a complete caesura. 
The under-third figure, almost a cliche in music prior to 
this time, began to disappear. The harmonic bass line pro­
gressed farther in its evolution toward the V - I cadence. 
It is easy to see the inward evolution of Ockeghem's 
style by comparing the Missa "Sine nomine," his earliest 
extant mass, with the Missa "Au travail suis," his last. 
In the earlier example there are no thirds at cadences, not 
even a disappearing third. The superius approaches the 
final by either an under-third or a leading tone figure. 
The tenor and contra-tenor use only conjunct motion to the 
final. In contrast, the later mass has eight cadences 
with a third at the final in addition to several 
disappearing thirds. There are no under-third figures, 
with the superius approaching the final by a few leading 
tones and conjunct motion. The tenor and contra-tenor 
move by conjunct and disjunct motion, and the bassus comes 
reasonably close to functioning as a harmonic bass. 
Josquin des Prez 
Josquin des Prez is representative 0: the generation 
of comp~sers who lived during the High Renaissance, the 
years around 1500 A.D. Techniques of composition changed 
during this time enabling the composers of this period to 
express themselves differently from the composers of the 
earlier generations. First, composers no longer felt 
compelled to base their compositions on a pre-existing 
melody, but began to use shorter motives as their 
building blocks for composition. This allowed them to 
vary textures and the character of music in any way they 
chose. Second, this generation began to work with the 
texts and to use the relationship of words and music to 
add expressiveness to their works. Third, successive 
composition, writing for one voice at a time, was replaced 
by the newer technique of simultaneous composition, 
composing all the voices at once. This is particularly 
important to this study of the intervals between voices. 
To this generation, each voice was equally important 
with the others, and each had a melody of its own to 
contribute to the compositional whole. 
As previously explained Josquin's masses are grouped 
into early, middle and late ~sitions., In several cases 
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individual masses did not fit into anyone of the three. 
For those works the analysis was included with the works 
they most closely resembled, as little information was 
available concerning some of these works. 
Missa "Ad fugam," which is based on a cycle of canons 
is considered to be the earliest extant Josquin mass. It 
is written in a very conservative style. Once more the 
tendancy of composing early masses in an older, more 
conservative style can be seen. Josquin wrote nO thirds 
at any cadences, and there are few disappearing thirds­
only one in each of the first three movements in the altus 
voice line. The superius moves to the final by an under­
third figure four times, by the leading-tone seven times, 
and by downward conjunct motion twice. The tenor uses 
downward conjunct motion consistently. The bassus most 
often moves to the final note by disjunct motion, up a 
perfect fourth. There is little indication of the mature 
style in this early work. 
Missa "Di dadi" is an early cantus-firmus style mass 
based on a chanson. There are three thirds at the cadence 
in the mass, two in the altus voice and one in the 
superius. The approach to the final for the third in the 
altus of the Credo is by disjunct motion, down a third, 
reminiscent of Dufay's style. The other two thirds are 
approached by conjunct motion. Only one cadence uses the 
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under--third figure for the superius; others use leading 
tones. Tenor movement is downward by conjunct motion. The 
bassus moves disjunctly down a perfect fifth eight times 
and ends the Gloria, Credo and Agnus Dei with the feeling 
of a V - I (authentic) cadence. The bassus moves dis­
junctly, down a perfect fourth four times and ends the 
Kyrie and the Sanctus with the sense of a IV - I (plagal) 
cadence. 
Missa "L'ami Baudichon,i is a relatively early mass 
based on a popular song. There are four thirds at 
cadences, one in each movement except for the Agnus Dei. 
Two thirds are approached by conjunct movement downward. 
The other two are approached by disjunct motion. Josquin 
uses no under-third cadences in this mass, preferring 
the leading tone figure for the superius. The bassus 
moves consistently to the final by disjunct motion, down 
a perfect fifth. 
The Missa "Faisant regretz" is similar in compositional 
, 
style to "L'ami Baudichon." Seven thirds are present in 
the cadences. Two of these, one in the Gloria and one in 
the Credo, are approached by disjunct motion, down a third. 
The remainder are approached by conjunct motion, three up 
and two down. The bassus voice moves disjunctly, up a 
perfect fourth and down a perfect fifth eight times. The 
Kyrie and the Sanctus end with this type of cadence. The 
bassus moves disjunctly, down a perfect fourth, four times. 
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The Gloria, Credo and Agnus Dei end on this sense of IV - I. 
In the first cadence of the Gloria the bassus moves dis­
junctly, down a perfect fifth, from A to D building a 
chordal formation that in later years came to be known as a 
half cadence. Josquin composed the tenor so that it 
moves into the cadence conjunctly downward, and the altus 
moves conjunctly in all but one cadence. There is only 
one under-third cadence figure, and it is in the last 
cadence of the Credo. 
In the Missa II Fortuna despera ta " Josquin used a 
chanson by Busnois for the cantus firmus. There are five 
thirds at the final of the cadence, one in the Kyrie, 
Credo and Sanctus, and two in the Agnus Dei. The 
compositional technique used for the two in the Agnus 
Dei is unusual. The disjunct motion of the altus, up a 
major sixth to the third, is followed by the disjunct 
movement of the superius, down a third. This happens in 
the same cadence, meaning that there are two thirds, one 
fifth and one bass note in the final chordal formation. 
This cadence comprised of a C, two E's and a G sounds 
like a half cadence because the mass itself centers on F. 
The last cadence of the Agnus Dei contains an under-third. 
The bassus moves in disjunct motion, down a perfect fifth 
ln roughly half of the sixteen cadences and always in the 
last cadence in each mass movement. 
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Missa "Hercules dux Ferrarie" is based on the vowels 
~n the title itself; 
Her - cu les Dux Fer ra ri (a)e 
re ut re ut re fa mi re 
D C D C D F E D 5 
It is composed in a strict manner with the cantus-firmus 
voice controlling the movement. Josquin does use retro­
grade motion in the Sanctus and diminution of note values 
in the Credo, but the rest of the mass is composed in a 
conservative way. There are twelve thirds at the cadence 
in this mass, one approached by disjunct movement down a 
third, and one approached by disjunct movement, up a 
perfect fifth. The remainder are approached by conjunct 
motion. There are three under-third cadence approaches, 
one each in the superius, altus and bassus voices; and 
only three leading tone figures. Movement to the final for 
the upper three voices is conjunct, mostly downward. The 
bassus movement is disjunct, up a perfect fifth or down 
a perfect fourth seven times. Josquin ends each movement 
of the mass with the sense of IV - I. Disjunct motion, 
down the perfect fifth is used three times but only in 
inner cadences within the mass movement. 
Missa "D'ung altre amer" has six thirds in the cadences, 
and all are approached by conjunct motion. The superius 
approaches the final twice through the under-third, and 
four times by a leading tone. The altus and tenor voices 
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move to the final by conjunct motion, similar to other of 
Josquin's masses. The bassus moves disjunctly, down the 
perfect fourth in both cadences of the Credo, the Sanctus 
Bijlage I, and the Agnus Dei, ending the mass with the 
sense of IV - I. 
Missa "La sol fa re mi" is based on an ostinato of 
AGFDE. There are ten thirds in the cadences of this work, 
the most in any work studied so far. All three cadences 
in the Kyrie have a third present in the final chordal 
formation. The super ius has the third in the first two 
cadences, and both are approached by downward conjunct 
motion. In the third cadence the altus, which sounds the 
third, approaches the final by disjunct motion up a 
perfect fourth. Both cadences in the Gloria have a third 
present, one in the altus and one in the superius, both 
approached by downward conjunct motion. Just one of the 
two cadences in the Credo has a third. The static tenor 
line holds the third while the altus and bassus continue 
to the final similar to the motion used when the 
disappearing third was common. Four thirds are present 
in the altus and superius voices of the Sanctus and 
Benedictus, all approached conjunctly. The Agnus Dei 
returns to the older sound using no thirds and the under­
third approach to the final. The bassus approaches the 
final conjunctly in seven cadences and disjunctly, up a 
perfect fourth in five. Two cadences use disjunct 
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movement down a perfect fifth, ('In inner cadence in the 
Benedictus, and the first cadence of the Agnus Dei. 
Missa II Gaudeamus" is a cantus-firmus mass that uses a 
plainchant as the melody for the tenor. There are four 
thirds present in the cadences~ one in the altus of the 
Kyrie, approached disjunctly up a perfect fifth~ two in 
the tenor and superius of the Credo, approached conjunctly 
downward; and one in the altus of the Sanctus, also 
approached conjunctly downward. The bassus approaches 
the final by disjunct motion down a perfect fifth seven 
times ending all five movements of the mass with the 
feeling of V - I. Another example of what later came to 
be called a half cadence appears as the first cadence of 
the Gloria. There are no under-third cadence figures in 
the mass. 
The Missa "Sine nomine" is included here between the 
earlier and middle period masses. This mass is organized 
around cycles of canons in a manner similar to the Missa 
"Ad fugam." There is disagreement among experts over 
whether the Missa "Sine nomine" is an early mass or more 
similar to later ones. There are nine thirds in the final 
chordal formations of the cadences. Seven of these are 
approached by conjunct motion, and the two found in the 
altus in the Gloria and the Sanctus are approached by dis­
junct motion. The leading tone figure is used once, and 
the under-third twice. The tenor voice moves by con­
junct motion throughout the mass, and the bassus by both 
conjunct and disjunct motion. 
The authenticity of two masses, the Missa "Da pacem" 
and Missa "Allez regretz," once thought to be Josquin's 
works, has recently been questioned. They are included 
here because both appear in his complete works. The 
Missa "Da pacem" may have been written by Noel Bauldewyn. 
The Missa "Allez regretz" may have been composed by an 
unknown composer. On the other hand, if they are in 
fact Josquin's works, they are stylistically early and 
thus they are included here before proceeding to the 
middle or late works. 
Missa "Da pacem" is written in a conservative style. 
There are three thirds present in the cadences. A third 
in the superius of the second cadence of the Kyrie 
approaches the final by conjunct motion upward. The 
second third, in the altus of the Credo, approaches the 
final by a leading tone figure. The last third, in the 
altus of the Sanctus, moves disjunctly down a third. 
There are five under-thirds and thirteen leading tones. 
The bassus moves consistently by disjunct movement, down 
a perfect fourth or fifth. 
Missa "Allez regretz" has seven thirds at the final 
of the cadences. Six of these final notes are 
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approached by conjunct motion, and one by disjunct move­
ment, down a third. There are no under-third figures in 
the work. Ten leading tones are used in approaching the 
final of the cadences. Bassus movement is disjunct, up a 
perfect fourth seven times ending the Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, 
Sanctus and Benedictus with the sense of V - I. Bassus 
motion is disjunct, down a perfect fifth in both cadences 
of the Agnus Dei ending the mass with the feeling of an 
authentic, V - I cadence. 
The next several masses are thought to be middle 
period compositions. Josquin's attitude toward cantus­
firmus technique changed through the years. He continued 
to use a borrowed melody, but no longer did he allow it to 
control the composition in the same way it had previously. 
The borrowed melody might be in anyone of the voices in 
the same or different note values. Other melodic material 
might be added between the statements of the cantus firmus. 
Paraphrase technique, in which motives were derived from 
the borrowed melody, was becoming the newer, more popular 
style of composition. 
Missa "Una musque de Biscaya" was based on a popular 
song. There are nine thirds at the cadences. Seven of 
them approach the final by conjunct motion downward, and 
two use disjunct motion, down a third. There are no under­
third figures present in the work, but fifteen leading 
tones are used in the cadences. The bassus moves 
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conjunctly downward in approximately half of the cadences 
and disjunctly down a perfect fifth in the final cadence 
of each mass movement lending the sense of V - I. 
Missa "Ave maris stella" is a cantus-firmus mass 
based on plainchant. It sounds like a paraphrase mass in 
the way the melody affects the harmonies. There are four 
thirds present in the cadences, one in each movement 
except the Gloria. In the second cadence of the Kyrie, the 
tenor approaches the third by downward conjunct motion, 
then holds while the other voices move to their final note. 
The altus in the Credo and Agnus Dei approaches the final, 
the third, by disjunct motion, down a third. The superius 
of the Sanctus uses conjunct motion upward. The bassus 
moves most often by disjunct motion, up a perfect fourth, 
eight times. The Kyrie, Gloria and Credo end with the 
sense of IV - I. The Sanctus ends with conjunct motion 
of the bassus, and the Agnus Dei ends with bassus motion, 
up a perfect fifth and down a perfect fourth forming an 
octave at the final. There is one under-third and seven 
leading tone figures in the cadences of the mass. 
The Missa "Malheur me bat" quotes Ockeghem's chanson 
by that name. Thirteen thirds are present in the cadences. 
All but three of those are approached by conjunct motion. 
The other three are approached by disjunct motion, up a 
perfect fifth. There are no under-thirds in the mass at 
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the cadence and only two leading tones, one in the altus 
and one in the tenor of the Sanctus. This is the first 
mass studied in which the number of voices is increased for 
the final section of the Agnus Dei. This practice became 
more and more common in later works by Josquin and 
composers of his and the next generation. 
Josquin used a popular tune for the borrowed melody 
of his Missa "L'Homme arme." Nine thirds are present at 
the cadences, and all approach the final by conjunct 
motion downward. This is true regardless of which voice 
sounds the third. The three upper voices, superius, altus 
and tenor, all have the third for one or more final notes, 
a somewhat unusual occurrence for the scaffolding VOlce, 
the tenor. The bassus voice approaches the final dis­
junctly, up a perfect fourth, in ten cadences. This is 
the movement to the final in the cadences that end all 
five movements of the mass. In three other cadences the 
bassus moves conjunctly downward to the final. No under­
third cadence figures appear in the mass. This work is 
unique in that the cantus firmus not only affects the 
tenor voice where it is presented, but the other voices 
as well. Each voice is derived from the L'Homme arme tune. 
Missa "L'Homme arme sexti toni" is another setting of 
a mass using the L'Homme arme tune. The structure of this 
mass is much less rigid than for the preceding mass. The 
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melody appears in different voices and in different 
rhythmic patterns. Six thirds are used at the cadepces~ 
two in the Kyrie, one in the Gloria, one in the Credo, and 
two in the Agnus Dei. Three of the thirds are approached 
by conjunct motion, and the other three by disjunct motion, 
down a third or down a fourth. There are no under-third 
cadence figures, but fifteen leading tone cadences are 
present. The bassus does function as a harmonic bass 
moving to the final by disjunct motion, down a perfect 
fifth in most of the cadences. 
Missa "Mater Patris" is based on a motet by Brumel. 
There are thirteen thirds in the cadences, ten of which are 
approached by conjunct motion. Three thirds are approached 
by disjunct movement, down a third. There is one under­
third cadence figure, and three leading tone cadential 
figures. The altus, tenor and bassus all move conjunctly 
and disjunctly in roughly equal proportion. Josquin 
increased the number of voices in the Agnus Dei adding a 
superius II in the style of the late works. 
The remaining two masses are late works, both 
considered masterpieces by experts in the field. The 
Missa "De Beata Virgine" is based on a series of chants 
on the blessed virgin and the holy birth. It is a twin to 
the Missa "Pange lingua" which focuses on the crucifixion. 
Together they form a statement of the central theme of the 
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Christian faith and its beliefs. 
Missa "De Beata Virgine" has eleven thirds in the 
cadences. Ten of these thirds are approached by conjunct 
motion and one by disjunct, up a perfect fifth. There are 
five under-third cadences and two leading tone cadences in 
the mass. Bassus movement is mostly disjunct either up or 
down a perfect fourth or fifth. Josquin increased the 
number of voices to five for the Credo, the Sanctus and 
the Agnus Dei. 
Missa "Pange lingua" was composed late in Josquin's 
life. It is based on chant. It uses the Gregorian hymn 
for thematic material but never states the chant 
completely in any voice. The work is composed in an open 
texture using syllabic text setting for projection of the 
text. 6 There are seven thirds in cadences in the work; 
one 1n the Kyrie, one in the Gloria, three in the Credo 
and two in the Sanctus. Five of these thirds are 
approached by conjunct motion, and two are approached dis­
junctly down a third and up a perfect fifth. There are 
no under-third cadences, but there are four leading tone 
approaches to the final in this mass. The bassus uses 
disjunct movement, up a perfect fifth. All five mass 
movements end with the sense of IV - I. Josquin did not 
add extra voices to the texture of the Missa "Pange lingua" 
Josquin des Prez is still today considered one of the 
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greatest composers who ever lived. He was truly a master 
of his craft and was successful in every genre in which he 
composed. One of the most significant developments that 
took place during his compositional lifetime was the 
development of the harmonic bass line which moved further 
toward establishing tonality than it had in the works of 
the preceding composers. 
The inward evolution of Josquin's style is present 
and obvious when his very early masses are compared to the 
ones he composed in his maturity. Early Josquin works 
had few thirds in the cadences, and a disappearing third 
occasionally. In the later works, a third is present in 
the majority of cadences sometimes occurring in two voices 
at the same time. If the chronology of the masses were 
better established, the evolution of cadence style would 
be easier to demonstrate. The trends are visible, however, 
and do trace the development of style that took place. 
Nicolai Gombert 
The fourth and last composer whose masses are 
included in this study is Nicolai Gombert. He favored a 
thick, highly imitative style of composition using over­
lapping plrases and alternating pairs of voices, allowing 
only short rests at the completion of phrases. The 
super ius is somewhat more florid than had been the case 
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for the other composers. and the bass line does function as 
' . d 7 b Ia h armOnlC bass In the ca ences. Gom ert s masses are 
usually in duple meter with an occasional passage in triple. 
The chronology has never been established. Missa "Quam 
pulchra es," if indeed it is by Gombert, and Missa 
"Tempore paschali" are thought to be early works because 
of their use of sequence and ostinato. Missa "Da pacem" 
lS very close stylistically to Josquin's compositional 
technique, so it may also be an earlier work. Missa "Sur 
tous regretz" was probably composed in 1530. Research has 
failed to reveal any further information on the chrono­
logical order of the remaining six masses. They are 
included and analyzed in random order. Gombert used a 
new technique of composition called parody. His masses 
all use this technique in which the entire polyphonic 
work is used for the borrowed material. 
Missa "Quam pulchra es" is based on a motet by 
Bauldeweyn. Some experts think the mass is also by him, 
but since it is included in Gombert's complete works, it 
is also included here. There are eighteen thirds in the 
mass, more than half of which are approached by conjunct 
motion. Several are approached by disjunct motion, down 
a third, in the style of the earlier composers. There are 
no under-third figures at any cadence in Missa "Quam 
pulchra es" or any of the other Gombert masses. He did 
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use six leading tone cadences in this work. The bassus 
moves disjunctly,down a perfect fourth in six cadences 
ending the Kyrie and Agnus Dei with the feeling of IV - I. 
In five cadences the bassus moves to the final disjunctly, 
down a perfect fifth. The Gloria and Sanctus end with 
the sense of V - I. 
The Missa "Da pacem," based on plainchant, is the 
mass that is closest to Josquin's style of using paired 
imitation and homophonic passages for textual emphasis. It 
is written in a conservative style in which the superius 
moves to the final most often by a leading tone, the altus 
and tenor by conjunct motion, and the bassus by disjunct 
motion, up a perfect fourth or fifth. There are two 
thirds at cadences, one in the Credo and one in the Agnus 
Dei. Both of the thirds are approached by conjunct move­
ment. 
Missa "Tempore paschali" is also based on plainchant. 
Gombert composed this mass using six voices: superius, 
altus, tenor and three bassus voices. The Credo is written 
with a fourth bassus part added. Gombert, like Ockeghem, 
preferred a dark rich sound and the sonority achieved by 
scoring for lower voices. This mass is a good example of 
the technique used to achieve this sound. There are 
fourteen thirds at cadences all approached by conjunct 
motion. There are four leading tones in this mass sung by 
the superius and altus voices. Most of the movement to the 
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final of the cadence is conjunct. The bassus voices are 
the only voices that move to the final by disjunct motion. 
The lowest bassus moves disjunctly down a perfect fourth 
in the last cadence of every mass movement creating the 
sense of IV - I. 
Missa "Sur tous regretz," based on a chanson by 
Richafort, was composed about 1530. There are eleven 
thirds at the cadences in this mass all approached by 
conjunct motion. There are fourteen cadences in the 
entire mass and eleven of these contain a third. The most 
important aspect is that the final cadences of the mass 
movements contain a major third. This leads one to 
believe that Gombert used what we would call a Picardy 
third in the cadences of this mass in a minor mode. A 
Picardy third or ':tierce de Picardie" is defined as: 
The major third as used for the final chord of a 
composition in a minor key. This practice 
originated c. 1500 when, for the first time, the 8 
third was admitted in the final chord of a piece. 
Missa "Sancta Maria" parodies a motet by Verdelot. 
There are eight thirds at the final of the cadences. 
Three of these thirds are approached by conjunct movement 
downward. In five cadences the third is approached by 
disjunct movement down a third. This is a technique that 
dates from the Dufay era. The bassus moves disjunctly up 
a perfect fourth nine times giving the sense of V - I. 
This cadence is used to end every mass movement except the 
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Agnus Dei II which ends with a cadence using disjunct 
motion up a perfect fifth for a IV - I sound. The Agnus 
Dei is in two parts with the second part composed for an 
expanded number of voices. 
Missa "Beati omnes" is a parody mass based on one of 
Gombert's motets. Not only did Gombert begin each move­
ment with the material borrowed from the polyphonic model, 
but he used the final cadence of the model for the final 
cadence of three mass movements. In Missa "Beati omnes" 
Gombert used this technique to end the Gloria, Credo and 
Agnus Dei. There are five thirds at the cadence in this 
work all approached by conjunct motion. The altus and 
tenor voices move to the final conjunctly. The bassus 
moves disjunctly, up a perfect fourth, in nine cadences, up 
a perfect fifth in two, and conjunctly in the second 
cadence of the Kyrie. 
Missa "Je suis Desheritee" is based upon a chanson. 
It is a parody mass, but the whole borrowed melody appears 
. . f h . 91n the super1us 0 t e Agnus De1. There are eight thirds 
in the cadences of this mass, six approached by conjunct 
motion. Two thirds occur in the altus voice, one in the 
Gloria approached by disjunct motion, up a perfect fifth. 
The tenor moves to the final in conjunct motion typical 
of masses by this composer. The bassus voice moves by 
disjunct motion, down a perfect fifth in seven cadences, 
up a perfect fifth in three cadences creating what we 
would call a half cadence. The Agnus Dei ends with a 
cadence in which the bassus moves disjunctly, down a 
perfect fourth, giving the sense of IV - I. 
The Missa "Philomena" has nine thirds at the cadence, 
eight of which approach the final by conjunct movement. 
One written for the superius in the Gloria uses disjunct 
motion, up a third. The mass is scored for five voices 
with the Agnus Dei expanded to six voices. There are 
three leading tone cadence figures. The last cadence of 
the Agnus Dei ends with a major third. This seems to be 
another example of the major cadence at the end of a work 
in a minor mode, or a Picardy third. 
Gombert chose to use his own motet for the material 
he borrowed for his Missa "Media Vita." This mass is 
scored for five voices with a sixth added for the Agnus 
Dei. There are ten thirds at the cadences in this work. 
Eight are approached by conjunct motion and two by 
disjunct movement, down a third, and down a perfect fourth. 
Ten of the twelve cadences in the entire work contain a 
third. Every mass movement except the Sanctus ends with 
the Picardy third, major cadence in a minor mode. 
The last mass analyzed in this study is Gombert's 
Missa "Forseulement." It is the only mass included which 
contains no music for the Agnus Dei. The indication is 
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that the Agnus Dei is to be sung to the music of the Kyrie. 
With the repeat of the Kyrie music for the Agnus Dei, the 
mass has fourteen thirds in the final of the cadences. In 
ten of the cadences the final is approached by conjunct 
motion. There is one disappearing third in the mass 
found in the bassus of the Sanctus. There is one third in 
the cadence in each mass movement except the Sanctus 
approached by disjunct motion, down a third. 
Gombert's masses progressed one step further along 
in the evolutionary process. The under-third figure lS 
not used in any of the works. There are no examples of 
this cadential formula so common in the masses of the 
earlier composers. There are more cadences with thirds 
present than ones without. Music, by the time of Gombert, 
had almost reached the point of being tonal with a well 
organized harmonic bass line. The old cantus-firmus 
technique had been replaced with parody technique. 
The inward evolution within Gombert's style is 
almost impossible to trace since the chronology of the 
masses is so uncertain. If new evidence could be found 
to establish any dates of composition, the study could 
be more valid, and the conclusions more meaningful. 
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This study of the cadences in the Cyclic Masses of 
Guillaume Dufay, Johannes Ockeghem, Josquin des Prez and 
Nicolai Gombert has shown the evolutionary process by 
which the full triad gradually replaced the perfect 
consonances of the fifth and the octave as the basic 
harmony. I believe my research has revealed how the 
under-third gradually disappeared and was replaced by the 
full triad in the final chordal configuration of the 
cadences. 
The early masses of Dufay show the frequency with 
which he used the under-third and leading tone cadence 
figures. He employed both techniques almost an equal 
number of times. His early masses did not contain many 
thirds at the cadence. but the number of full triads 
gradually increased to as many as three per mass through 
his years of composition. In addition to the full triads 
found in the later masses; the disappearing third. placed 
most often in the contra-tenor voice, was used very 
frequently. There was little disjunct movement to the 
final in the early masses, however, in the late works the 
bassus moved disjunctly up a perfect fourth or down a 
perfect fifth creating the sound of the V - I cadence. 
Ockeghem's masses progressed further along in the 
evolutionary process. The early masses had no thirds at 
the cadence, but the number of full triads gradually 
increased to as many as eight per mass as his style 
matured. He used under-third and leading tone figures 
approximately the same number of times in the early works. 
Toward the end of his compositional period the under-thirds 
began to disappear. The leading tone continued to be 
used as well as conjunct movement to the final. When the 
bass line used disjunct motion, the movement was most 
often up a perfect fourth or down a perfect fifth creating 
the sense of V - I. 
In the early masses, Josquin used the under-third and 
leading tone cadence figures frequently, with slightly 
more leading tones employed than under-thirds. There are 
no thirds present in the cadences of the Missa "Ad fugam," 
the earliest mass. As his style matured the masses were 
permeated with thirds and triadic harmony. Missa "Mater 
Patris" and Missa "Malheur me bat" have thirteen cadences 
with thirds present, and just one under-third is used in 
the two masses. Josquin used fewer leading tone figures 
and more conjunct movement to the final in the late works. 
The tenor most frequently moved conjunctly downward. The 
bassus moved disjunctly up a perfect fourth or down a 
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perfect fifth in the early and middle works creating the 
feeling of V - I. In the late works Josquin often 
preferred using disjunct motion down a perfect fourth or 
up a perfect fifth giving the sense of IV - I. 
Gombert's masses are filled with thirds. He did not 
hesitate to end a mass movement with a third present, 
even in the minor mode where he used the Picardy third in 
some cases. All of his masses had thirds present at the 
cadence, some as many as eighteen. He did not use the 
under-third in any of his masses preferring conjunct 
motion and the leading tone figure for all the voices 
except the bassus. Gombert used disjunct motion, up a 
perfect fourth for the bassus in the majority of cadences 
in the earlier works. The bassus for the final cadence 
of the Agnus Dei moved up a perfect fifth ending the mass 
most often with the feeling of IV - I. In several of the 
masses, the bassus moved disjunctly down a perfect fourth 
in the cadence which ended the various mass movements. 
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